
Thrice Trumpeted Truths
CLEARLY spoken 3 times

Pastor, 

► Are your people reading their Bibles?

► Are they interested in Bible study?

► Would they rather read a “feel  good” type book than their Bible?

This problem is not new because Hosea stated:
“My people are destroyed 
for lack of knowledge.”

Question: How can Bible study be made more intriguing?

The book, Thrice Trumpeted Truths, presents an intriguing, search and find 
approach to most of the major Bible doctrines. 

Also, Dr. Holland has presented messages based on several of the Bible’s triples. 

The response has been consistent: “This makes me want to study my Bible more,” 
and “Thank you for this approach to Bible study.” 

A Day in the Word

The Messages

Mark Holland is available for presentation of one, two or three of the following 
topics, each presenting truths confirmed by Bible  triples.

► Bible Hour—Creation’s Triples
        (Awesome triples of power)

► Worship Hour—Who is Jesus?
        (Amazing revelation of redemption)

(See message outline:  www.3-truths.com/who-1.pdf)

► Evening—Jesus before Pilate
        (Astonishing triples of providence)

Each presents marvelous insights into God’s inspired, inerrant, preserved  Word.  
Each should bring worshipful rejoicing for truths revealed by triples. 

Note: Any message can utilize a Power Point with time parameters defined by the 
occasion (25-40 minutes).

Note concerning responses: messages concerning biblical truths, revealed by  triples, have
been very well received.  Comments range from, “I have never seen these connections 
before,”  to  “Thank you for renewing my interest in Bible study.”

The messages are gleaned from many triples in the recent book: 
Thrice Trumpeted Truths

CLEARLY spoken 3 times

Who is Jesus?

Does the Bible answer this question by any triples?

    Yes!!!     (See message outline:  Who is Jesus?)

► There are seven sets of triples in the accounts of Jesus’ birth.

► There are seven realms over which Jesus demonstrated His authority—each is triply 
validated.

► There are three sets of “I AM” statements identifying God’s eternality and Jesus’ deity.

► There are three manifestations of the Trinity during Jesus’ three year ministry.

► There are multiple triples that exhibit God the Father’s sovereign plan being fulfilled 
throughout the three trials, the crucifixion and by the victorious resurrection of Jesus Christ.

For more than 100 triples see
Thrice Tumpted Truths
available as book or e-book 

www.3-truths.com

Also: your local bookstore 
or any online book source. 

J. Mark Holland,   D.Hum.
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